This meeting of the Aviation Stakeholder Advisory Committee (ASAC) was the 57th in a series, which originally focused on development of the Oakland International Airport (OAK) Master Plan. The Board of Port Commissioners adopted the Master Plan in March 2006, and the ASAC has continued meeting to give input on Master Plan implementation and other projects of interest at OAK. These minutes correspond to an Agenda distributed at the meeting, and a copy of the Agenda is on the OAK planning web site at http://www.oaklandairport.com/development/master-plan/advisory-committee/.

**Attendees:**
See attached roster.

**Handouts (posted on the website):**
- Agenda
- Minutes from Meeting #56 (also available at the meeting)

**Agenda Items:**

**Welcome and introductions**
Joshua Polston, Senior Project Manager, Planning and Development, and ASAC Facilitator, welcomed the group and noted that it was being recorded; everyone self-introduced. (Michelle Ingram filled in for Carmen.)

**Updates on Previously Discussed Projects, and new items**

**FAA Metroplex**
Update – Doreen Stockdale, Airport Noise Abatement/Env. Affairs Supervisor
- Dennis Roberts, Regional Administrator for FAA, will attend next Noise Forum

**Airfield and Airspace Projects**

**Airport Perimeter Dike – Joshua Polston**
- Hope to receive permits in the next two to three months
- Will go out to bid after that
- Question raised about FEMA-related work – focusing on elements related to guidelines
  - Side slopes of dike
  - Permeability of dike
  - FEMA not interested in size or sea level rise – things the Port cares about
- Some of the FEMA work does touch the San Leandro (S.L.) treatment plant; however, S.L. is looking to turn the plant into a living marsh
- FEMA map did not change dike plans – dike was due for a major overhaul and has its own utility regardless of maps
  - However, worked very closely with FEMA and the City of Alameda in sharing data
- JP provided a short history of the dike for a new attendee at the ASAC meeting

**VALE Grant for GSE Electrification – Susan Fizzell, Project Manager, Planning & Development**
- Received grant to install 25 chargers around Terminal 1
- Will go live in the next three to four weeks once finished with testing and commissioning
- OAK is unique with three important amenities at its gates
  - Ground power
  - Pre-conditioned Air
  - Now GSE changing infrastructure
  - Also doing great job in terms of air quality emissions
- Question raised if we would be making public announcements or putting information on website and that is something the Port will likely do

**Pavement Replacement – Joshua Polston**
- Constantly must pave and upgrade pavement around the airport
- Taxiway Tango is currently being upgraded
- AIP federally-funded project

**North Field Signage – Joshua Polston**
- Bringing all signs on NF and SF up to standard to comport with RSA project upgrade, which was done a few years ago
- Another AIP federally-funded project

**Terminal Projects**

**Service Animal Relief Area Project – Lynne Madera, Project Manager, Planning & Development**
- Located in T2, just past security and to the left
- Required for service animals, but all animals will have access
- Ready for public use by early September

**T2 Roof Replacement – Susan Fizzell**
- 30-year-old roof
- 45% complete on demo and replacement
- Over SW ticket counter and TSA checkpoint
- Should be completed by Labor Day

**Terminal 2 Security Checkpoint – Living Wall Installation – Brandon Mark, Properties Manager**
- Living Wall installation highlighting Kaiser and its “Thrive” campaign
- Wall about 16 ft. high by 60 ft. long
- Plants to increase oxygen – watered by recycled water
- Will include dispensers nearby to fill up water bottles, and include dump stations

**Food & Beverage RFP – Brandon Mark**
- Current contract is 12-years-old; some concessionaires may come back, but will have to bid
- Contracts are not automatically renewed; should give everyone a chance
- FAA does not allow Port to target local businesses, but can target small businesses
- Proposals expected on July 27th, and will take to the Board in the fall
- Turnover will be February 1, 2019
- Firewood and Andale are the current independent contractors
Currently, HMS has majority of contacts and operates: Starbucks, Fenton’s, Subway, etc.

Future Airport Development – Joan Zatopek, Manager, Planning & Development
- ASAC is very fundamental and important to the process – assisted with Master Plan in 2005, and that document is still good
- Oak is now in 5th consecutive year of growth and realize more needs to be done to accommodate growth
- Sometimes we measure growth in annual passengers; however, currently looking at forecasts
- In the past, concerned about accommodating regional jets (RJs); now looking at existing conditions and the traffic we are trying to accommodate which means updating forecasts
- Airfield capacity analysis is being overseen by Dan Pruim
- Concept planning to balance airside and terminal facilities
- Engaged with FAA to select an environmental consultant to do an environmental document (the most current document was done in 2003)
- Will be doing a full environmental process and want to start early working with community
- Question: Will environmental study look at the amount of jet fuel going over Harbor Bay?
  - Every environmental circumstance and conditions will need to be reviewed, so this will likely be part of the emissions process
- Question: Does North Field come up as an option for Jets?
  - That is not the direction we are headed – the height of the BART tracks is a conflict
  - Looking at how we better serve passengers, so more of a landside development
  - Focusing on 12/30
- Question: Is another terminal possible?
  - That is possible as need another processing space.
  - No parking structure as parking is not growing in direct proportion to passengers, so may not need more parking, but that will be analyzed.
  - Goal is to re-use existing facilities.
  - Horizon year is 2035.
- Question: How has BART expansion impacted this study?
  - BART has capacity to accept more passengers, but TNC is affecting all transit systems.
  - Expect driverless cars will be an impact as driverless cars can lead to more congestion on the road.
- Suggestions:
  - Important to meet with BART to talk about signage and how to use BART to make connections to different points
  - In meetings with community, have a good message up front to manage expectations
  - Provide FAQ on website and for first pre-meeting meeting
  - Outreach to bloggers (all cities have them)

Other Projects & Issues
Hotel RFP – Brandon Mark
- RFP released 4/27; proposals due 8/15
- Construction not expected for a couple of years

Kaiser Air Hangar #2 Development – Brandon Mark
- Slowly moving through the process – nothing new to report

Aviation Institute of Maintenance (added at meeting) – Brandon Mark
- Relocating to Fremont
- Looking for new tenant for that location

New OAK Shuttle Buses – Susan Fizzell
- Business has operated shuttle buses for many years and time for replacements
- Received 9 replacement California Natural Gas (CNG) Cutaways that went into service in June
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- Not full-size transit; fueled on Airport at CNG station
- In service in employee and customer lots
- Suggestion:
  - Add this to the announcement about the GSE stations

Stakeholder Reports on proposed or ongoing developments
- Alameda – Kathleen Livermore
  - Scheduled to meet with City Council on 10/16 to address a citizen’s concerns
  - 15 minutes total for general airport update, and Port can utilize part of that time
    - 5 minutes for Noise Forum
    - 5 minutes for Port
    - 5 minutes for Airport Operations Committee (AOC)
      - Committee composed of Mayor, KL, Allen Tai, Doreen, Matt, Jesse and a couple of members of CLASS
      - Will be meeting later in the week to discuss presentation
    - Let KL know who will be at the 10/16 meeting to make a five-minute presentation
- City of Oakland – Not in attendance
- City of San Leandro
  - Nothing new on Shoreline Development

Wrap-up items
- Next Stakeholder Advisory Committee meeting– Monday, October 15
- Parking Tickets were validated

Questions/Comments
- Michelle Ingram, Class E-Board: Would like to have speaker at one of her meetings and will follow up to schedule same